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Volume rendering (VR) is powerful in visualizing meaningful information existing in medical images. However,
due to its high computational complexity, it is hard for VR to achieve high-quality real-time interaction. In this
paper, a GPU-based VR method is first proposed in which volume texture mapping is used. To reduce require-
ments of the proposed method on storage of video memory, the proposed method is further improved by
using slice texture with a real-time dynamic switch mechanism. Moreover, to eliminate annular distortion, a
pre-integration classification method, which is implemented on GPUs, is presented. Experimental results demon-
strate that (1) frame rates of the texture mapping methods are almost the same for small-scale volume data,
(2) for large-scale volume data, volume texture based method failed, but frame rate of the further improved (slice
texture mapping) method is still up to 20 FPS, and (3) the pre-integration method presented in this paper can
improve rendering quality effectively with FPS preserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional visualization aims to reconstruct object struc-

tures and display them with computer graphics. It has been

widely applied in computer aided diagnosis, surgical navigation,

and preoperative simulation training.1 Surface rendering and vol-

ume rendering are two main methodologies currently available

for visualizing medical images. The former needs to extract an

iso-surface before rendering, but the latter display integrals of

density along current viewing direction.2

It is appropriate to visualize given images using surface render-

ing if the images contain information regarding to certain tangible

structures and each of these structures therefore can be visualized

by its surface estimated from the images.2 This is ensured by a

preprocessing step in which the iso-surface is extracted. Whereas

VR re-samples volume data composed by voxel units to create a

2-D plane image.3 Its advantages include that

(1) 3-D details are preserved in high quality,

(2) it is suitable for displaying shape character blurred tissues

and/or organs, and

(3) it is suitable to be processed in parallel. But due to its high

computational complexity, it is too time-consuming for VR to

achieve high-quality real-time interactivity.4

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

In this paper, related work is first presented in Section 2. We

then present a GPU based VR method in Section 3. Analysis

of the proposed method discovers that it is sensitive to volume

data size and there is annular distortion in rendering results. To

visualize thousands of slices of image and improve the render-

ing quality, a slice texture mapping method and a pre-integration

method accelerated by GPUs are both proposed in Section 4.

Experiments are given in Section 5. This paper is finally summa-

rized in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Since the advent of volume rendering, it quickly becomes a

research focus. The existing methods, proposed in the literature,

can be classified into frequency domain based methods, object-

order based methods, and image-order based methods.

Computational complexity of frequency domain based meth-

ods is O�N 2 logN�, which is lower than others. It can be accel-

erated by GPU, but its imaging quality is not good enough to

clinical applications.5

Object-order (forward mapping) VR calculates contribution of

each data point to image pixels from close to distant or exactly

opposite to create a screen image.6 Not only does its complexity

reach to O�N 3�, but also its imaging quality is poor.
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Ray-casting is one of image-order (backward mapping) VR

methods. It re-samples original volume data in viewing direction

with a given step. Then, the result is mapped with a specific color

and opacity. Although ray-casting provides high quality images,

its computational complexity is up to O�N 3��7

Since the advent of Graphic Processing Unit (GPU), GPU

acceleration has become a hot topic due to its outstanding

performance.8�9 In this paper, standard programming interface

OpenGL is used to implement interactions among CPU, GPU

and control of GPU. We control graphic hardware to complete

specific calculation through shader programs written in Cg.10

3. METHOD
In order to get a better insight, VR needs to re-sample the whole

volume.11 Therefore, the computational complexity is so high

that it is really hard for the methods to achieve real-time interac-

tion. Based on the programmable character of GPU, we propose

a GPU-based volume rendering method. As shown in Figure 1,

volume data are mapped into a volume texture object in the pro-

posed method. A pre-calculated color lookup table (transfer func-

tion) is mapped into another texture. Volume data is re-sampled

by a series of parallel planes along the line of sight through

proxy geometry.12 During these planes are drawn successively by

OpenGL, a vertex operation occurs to achieve model viewpoint

transformation; then a geometry operation deletes some unex-

pected vertexes and generates new ones; and finally a fragment

program actualizes volume texture lookup where a data intensity

is obtained and used as a color texture index. The lookup result

(an opacity and color) is used to synthesize ultimate rendering

result.

3.1. Volume Rendering Using GPUs

In the first step of Figure 1, a group of 2D planes are used to

re-sample the proxy geometry, considered as volume data suc-

cessively re-sampling in the rendering space.12 In the proposed

method, a transfer function (TF) is used to mapping volexs of

the image into colors and opacities.13 Taking rendering quality

and complexity into account, a 1-D TF is proposed to rendering

a tissue. In order to display multiple organs and tissues, we need

simultaneously map each of them a different RGBA value. So a

2-D color table is finally proposed. On the purpose of improving

Fig. 1. The flow of volume rendering using GPUs.

(a) (b) (C) (d)

Fig. 2. Volume rendering results: (a) neck bone and vessel, (b) brain bone
with lighting, (c) lung, and (d) trachea and nodules annotation.

Fig. 3. Annular distortion existing in the whole brain (left) and local magni-
fied regions.

quality and efficiency, we use the popular Phong model in this

paper.14 We adopt difference gradient vector to be the normal

vector. Forward synthesis is used in this paper to compose the

final rendering result.

3.2. Rendering Results Analysis

As shown in Figure 2, rendering quality of the proposed method

is high enough to clinical application. Whether there is lighting or

not, its rendering rate reaches to 25 FPS or higher to reconstruct

an image with resolution of 512× 512. In Figure 2(a), volume

data are 527 slices of CT image with resolution of 512×512, but

Figure 2(b), 200 slices of CT Brain image with the same resolu-

tion. If trachea and nodules are extracted from Figure 2(c), then

we can annotate them with different color and opacity. Annota-

tion result is shown in Figure 2(d).

However, if the data is bound to a texture object in 3D, then

1 GB video memory is necessary to render 2000 slices of 512×
512 16 bits image, which is far beyond performance of general

PCs. On the other hand, there is possibly annular distortion espe-

cially for objects with tubular structure as shown in Figure 3.

Sampling step reduction can eliminate the influence seriously

caused by annular distortion to some extent, but rendering speed

inevitably declines abruptly.

4. GPU BASED HIGH QUALITY RENDERING
In order to rendering large scale images, we present a fast

slice texture-based VR method in this section. GPU based pre-

integration classification is used to eliminate annular distortion

under condition of no rendering rate decrease.

4.1. Slice Texture Based Re-Sampling

We design a sampling method as shown in Figure 4. In the pro-

posed method, intersection planes are a series of quadrate planes

along the three coordinate axes. Therefore, in the interest of

memory storage, volume texture is not necessary and slice tex-

ture mapping is enough.

4.2. Error and Correction

If line of sight is vertical to one axis but the images are re-

sampled along another axis, rendering image will be parallel

lines. To ensuring image quality, a dynamic switch mechanism

on the images in different axes is presented as follows.

To ensure mutation nonoccurrence in process of texture switch,

reasonable switch mechanism is required. As shown in Figure 5,

if angle between line of sight and one axis is in the range of
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Fig. 4. Proxy geometry partition of slice texture based rendering.

[−�/4, �/4] or [3�/4, 5�/4], slice texture based volume render-

ing re-samples the whole volume data along that axis. Specifi-

cally, if the angle is in the range of [−�/4, �/4], forward image

synthesis is adopted in current axis direction; otherwise backward

image synthesis works. It means there forms two peak relative

cones and an inscribed circle at either end of current axis (e.g.,

x-axis as shown in Fig. 5(a), where origin is the center of proxy

geometry and green radial OV is representational of the line of

sight.). No data is available to re-sample in Figure 5(b), when

the line of sight is along diagonal direction of proxy geometry.

Therefore, we increase the dynamic switch angle to generate two

circumcircles in each axis direction illustrated by Figure 5(c),

where it reaches up to arcsin�
√
6/3�.

4.3. Pre-Integration Classification

VR is in fact an integral of colors and opacities along line

of sight. We present a pre-integration classification method to

improve rendering quality other than by increasing sampling

frequency.

As shown in Figure 6(a), assume d is the sample step, a color

and opacity integration is calculated for the i-th section. Start

(front) and end (back) points of this section are id and (i+1�d,
densities of which are X�id� and X��i+1�d�, respectively. Then,
Sf and Sb can be obtained by colors and opacities in the TF. They

are related to the front and back points, respectively. Rendering

result of current point is created by integration in this section.

For discrete data operated by computer, we replace integration

with summation in implementation.

4.4. GPU Implementation

However, pre-integration calculation is time-consuming. For each

point in the proxy geometry space, there is a pair of points used

as integral boundaries: one is the start and the other the end as

mentioned above. In order to improve rendering efficiency, a 2D

color table is pre-calculated by integrating the transfer function.

The color table is not necessary to change unless the TF was

changed.

We further organize the color table as a color lookup texture,

calculated by a CG fragment program. The fragment program

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Dynamic switch of slice texture: (a) sight of view and the proxy
geometry, (b) partition of the proxy when sight of view is along diagonal
direction, and (c) projection of field of view.
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Fig. 6. Transfer function texture created by pre-integration: (a) principle, (b)
transfer function, (c) pre-integration table.

is given below, where a 2D texture coordinates PrePos is used

to integrate transfer function texture TransFunTex. The x and y
components of PrePos are representative of the start and end

points mentioned above, respectively. PreSize and TransFunSize
indicate the size of pre-integration texture and the size of transfer

function texture, respectively. After the fragment program com-

pletes successfully, a frame buffer is written, which consist of

retColor with resolution of PreSize.x×PreSize.y. This buffer is

read back to the system memory considered as the pre-integration

lookup table, which is similar to the image shown in Figure 6(c)

as pre-integration table of Figure 6(b).

//pre-integration lookup table calculation

float4 PreInteTable(

float2 PrePos: TEXCOORD0, //Pre-integration Texture

Position

uniform sampler1D TransFunTex, //Transfer Function Texture

uniform short2 PreSize, //Pre-integration Texture Size

uniform short TransFunSize //Transfer Function Texture Size

): COLOR

{

float4 retColor;

const float FLTMIN= 0.001f;

float fTransFunStep= 1.0f/TransFunSize; //Length of Step
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Table I. Rendering rates (FPS) of different scale volumetric data under

different methods.

Pre-
Data set Data size Basic integration Illumination

Ear 128×128×30 40 (40) 38 (36) 35 (35)
Tooth 256×256×161 33 (34) 30 (30) 29 (30)
Brain 1 512×512×200 25 (25) 23 (24) 22 (22)
Brain 2 512×512×1000 — (20) — (18) — (18)

//Start Point Position

float fStartPos= PrePos.x∗Presize.x/TransFunSize;
//End Point Position

float fEndPos= PrePos.y∗Presize.y/TransFunSize;
float fTemp;

if((fStartPos− fEndPos) >FLTMIN)

{

fTemp= fStartPos;

fStartPos= fEndPos;

fEndPos= fTemp;

}

int i= int ((fEndPos− fStartPos)/fTransFunStep).

for((fStartPos− fEndPos)< FLTMIN;

fStartPos+= fTransFunStep)

{

retColor+= tex1D(TransFunTex, fStartPos); //Sum up

}

retColor/= i;

Return retColor; //Result Return

}

On the other hand, Cg code of the proposed slice texture based

method is given below. The inputs are two coordinates, one of

which CoordFront means the front slice texture position and

another CoordBack the back slice texture position. These coordi-

nates are used to look up slice data texture TexFront and TexBack
and Sf and Sb are obtained, respectively. Sf and Sb are then used

to construct a two-dimensional texture coordinate xycord. At the
end, xycord is used to lookup pre-integration texture PreInteTex,
and the rendering result retColor is finally generated.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 7. GPU based VR results: (a) volume texture based rendering, (b) annular distortion elimination of (a), (c) slice texture based rendering, and (d) annular
distortion elimination of (c).

//slice texture based volume rendering

float4 SliceTexVR(

float3 CoordFront: TEXCOORD0, //Front Slice Position

float3 CoordBack: TEXCOORD1, //Back Slice Position

uniform sampler2D TexFront, //Front Slice Texture

uniform sampler2D TexBack, //Back Slice Texture

uniform sampler2D PreInteTex //Pre-integration Texture

): COLOR

{

float4 fValue4_one = tex2D(TexFront, CoordFront.xy); //Sf

float4 fValue4_two = tex2D(TexBack, CoordBack.xy); //Sb

;//Pre-integration Texture Postion

float2 xycord = float2 (fValue4_one.a, fValue4_two.a)

//Rendering Result

float4 retColor= tex2D(PreInteTex, xycord);

return retColor;

}

5. RESULTS
The proposed method was implemented on a general PC

with VC 2010, OpenGL 4.0, and Cg 2.0, where the CPU is

Intel(R)Core(TM)2 E6550 2.33 GHz and the GPU is NVIDIA

GeForce GT310 with 1024 MB 512-bit memory, and 64 GB/sec

bandwidth. The reason to accelerate the proposed methods on

Geforece GT310 with OpenGL 4.0, and Cg 2.0 is that they are

downward compatible and there is no need to update their hard-

ware for the ones who want to use the proposed methods. Frame

rate of volume rendering we proposed in this paper are shown in

units of FPS in Table I.

Rendering results are all 512× 512 for volume data in dif-

ferent resolutions. Numbers outside brackets are frame rate of

volume texture based VR. Whereas numbers inside brackets

are frame rate of slice texture based VR. Except proxy geom-

etry partitions are distinct, the methods are essentially simi-

lar. Therefore, frame rates of the proposed texture mapping

methods are almost the same for small-scale data, e.g., Ear,

Tooth, and Barin1 as shown in Table I. When scale of the data

increases to too large for video memory to store (Brain 2),

volume texture mapping method failed, but frame rate of the
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further improved slice texture mapping method is still up to about

20 FPS.

From rendering results of the proposed GPU based VR meth-

ods given in Figure 7, it can be concluded that the pre-integration

method can improve rendering quality effectively with FPS pre-

served whether for volume texture based rendering (Figs. 7(a)

and (b)) or for slice texture based rendering (Figs. 7(c) and (d)).

6. CONCLUSION
The GPU based volume rendering method proposed in this paper

eliminates annular distortion using pre-integration classification

accelerated by GPUs. In order to improve rendering speed, a

slice texture mapping method is further proposed in this paper,

which needs an axial slice data dynamic switch mechanism. The

proposed rendering method can achieve a real-time interactive

reconstruction, even for large-scale volume data.
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